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To hon It May Concerns
Ho TE Yo conmend Anthony Shadid a6 30 outstanding candidate for an

editorial internship. Anthony 18 4d rently an editorial intern at

Sr s00-circulation weekly POICC 3h Madison. Previously, he

Teated articles and worked 25 2 Perch assistant on 8 #aJor

Shvestigative project:
energy and cnthusiass are OIE short of phenomenal. In

ado) paintaining a 4:0 grade ered C THoMadison and playing 2

A rote on campus, Te has produced SO truly excellent vork for

Leadorsnd? The Daily Cardinal, the New Tord ines and such publications

won Reporte on Middle East ACaLS: Td not think that I have

2s HashinGLo pre. promising 21-year-old Journalist, A solid and competent

error, ho has demonstrated an obLULY 0 derstand complex storics

TOOT er ewe heart of even the most aggravaLiot‘bureaucracie
s.

Ot give you an example. About Six weeks og0, 1 assigned Anthony

to do a story on a topic he kicw hcolutely nothing about—the various

Coapating eas for development of the city's ubiquitous railroad

corridors. thin over veoka, ond with minimal guidance, he turned in

the single ost ©onrehonaive article ever written on the EOpic, OOF

ve ab a starting point of public debate on the issue for

some tine to come.
have watched Ant

1 een
4 the verbose tasks of journalism, and

Interpreter of facts. Ho knows 5 an excellent interviewer and 8 och

SSE eran 1hou how toobtain and utilize documents. lie

De enecpriona Lntcin fron among & n fous, 1 ebink bo 1s the

Ee oe thous during the 12st fo the pool of 22 interns 1 have

edwith ar Toth duringthelust four yerco;

pa vias, Anchen fue» rvs 5 49 to Torch his full i
i at this point are uncomn potential, hut

Hire hia Into a meaningfulSovervnJ strong. Anyone in a position to
hip is, in my opinion, fortunate.

Sincerely,

Bill Lueders
News Editor


